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Abstract—This paper describes an ultrasonic sensor that is able to measure the distance from the ground of selected points of a motor vehicle. The sensor is based on the measurement of the time of flight of an ultrasonic pulse, which is reflected by the ground. A constrained optimization technique is employed to obtain reflected pulses that are easily detectable by means of a threshold comparator. Such a technique, which takes the frequency response of the ultrasonic transducers into account, allows a sub-wavelength detection to be obtained. Experimental tests, performed with a 40 kHz piezoelectric-transducer based sensor, showed a standard uncertainty of 1 mm at rest or at low speeds; the sensor still works at speeds of up to 30 m/s, although at higher uncertainty. The sensor is composed of only low cost components, thus being apt for first car equipment in many cases, and is able to self-adapt to different conditions in order to give the best results.

Index Terms—Acoustic devices, distance measurement, intelligent sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of “smart cars” requires new sensors that are able to measure distances in the range of a few centimeters to a few meters. Parking aids, as well as intelligent suspensions and headlight leveling, are some examples of features that require a distance measurement to be performed with contactless sensors. Several different physical principles can be employed to measure the distance [1][2], but price limits greatly restrict the actual choices.

An interesting possibility, which has been investigated by several authors, is the use of ultrasonic sensors based on the well known time of flight technique [3]–[8]. Such sensors are reasonably cheap and work for ranges of up to a few meters, even though problems arise regarding both their accuracy and their behavior in noisy open-air conditions.

In this paper the authors describe a low-cost ultrasonic distance meter that performs contactless measurement of the height from the ground of a vehicle body. The sensor performance is better than many commercial devices, thanks to the possibility the sensor has of evaluating the environmental conditions and then self-adapting to these conditions.

The sensor has been designed in order to satisfy typical requirements in the automotive field: measured distance in the range of 0.1–0.3 m and standard uncertainty of 1 mm in the temperature range of 0°C to 40°C. Measurements of distances up to 1 m and in a wider temperature ranges are possible even though at higher uncertainty.

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The distance from the ground of a point of a vehicle body is computed as

\[ D = k \cdot T_f \cdot V_s \]  

where

- \( T_f \) time of flight of an ultrasonic pulse, i.e., the time the pulse takes to cover the distance \( D \);
- \( k \) constant close to 0.5, which depends on the sensor geometry;
- \( V_s \) velocity of sound in air.

The ultrasonic pulse is generated using a piezoelectric transducer and the echo reflected by the ground is received by another piezoelectric transducer. The two transducers are mounted close to each other to make up the measuring head. The uncertainty contribution due to the constant \( k \) can be made negligible by means of a sensor calibration after mounting the measuring head.

As the measured quantities \( T_f \) and \( V_s \) can be considered uncorrelated, the standard uncertainty \( u(D) \) of the measured distance can be obtained from equation (1) as [9]

\[ u(D) = \sqrt{(k \cdot T_f)^2 \cdot u^2(V_s) + (k \cdot V_s)^2 \cdot u^2(T_f)} \]

where \( u(V_s) \) and \( u(T_f) \) are the standard uncertainties of the velocity of sound and of the time of flight.

The velocity of sound in air depends on the temperature \( \theta \) and, to a lesser extent, on the air humidity \( h \)

\[ V_s = f(\theta, h) \]

therefore, (2) becomes

\[ u(D) = \sqrt{(k \cdot T_f)^2 \cdot \left(\frac{\partial f}{\partial \theta}\right)^2 \cdot u^2(\theta) + (k \cdot V_s)^2 \cdot u^2(h) + (k \cdot V_s)^2 \cdot u^2(T_f)} \]

If the humidity is considered a random variable uniformly distributed in the range of 10%RH to 90%RH, its effect on the velocity of sound is of about 0.15% at 20°C. This leads to a standard uncertainty contribution of about 0.3 mm for a distance range of 0.3 m, hence a humidity sensor is not necessary.
The velocity of sound in air depends on the temperature according to the approximated equation

\[ V_s \approx 20055 \cdot \sqrt{T} \]  

where \( T \) is the absolute temperature, which is measured in kelvin.

Velocity-of-sound changes in the range of 330–360 m/s have to, therefore, be expected for temperature changes in the range of 0–40 °C. Such an effect must be taken into account in the determination of the distance, hence a temperature sensor is required.

Another phenomenon that affects the uncertainty of the measured distance is the car speed, which has the same effect of the component of the wind that flows perpendicularly to the path of the ultrasonic pulse. Such effect consists in an increasing of the pulse path and, in turn, of the measured distance. As the maximum car-speed is of the order of 10% of the velocity of the sound, the distance error due to a car speed \( V_w \) can be approximately estimated as

\[ \frac{\Delta D}{D} \approx \frac{1}{2} \cdot \left( \frac{V_w}{V_s} \right)^2 \]  

For a car speed of 33 m/s (about 120 km/h), the distance error at 0 °C (\( V_s \approx 330 \text{ m/s} \)) is of about 0.5%. One should note that this error could be easily corrected by the knowledge of the car speed.

Distance measurement in the range of 0.1 m to 0.3 m requires the measurement of time of flights in the range of 0.5–2 ms.

The required distance standard uncertainty of 1 mm can be achieved by measuring the time of flight with a standard uncertainty of 2.5 μs, the temperature with a standard uncertainty of 1 °C, and avoiding the use of a humidity sensor.

Ultrasonic signals with frequencies in the range of 30 kHz to 5 MHz can be used to generate the pulse. Higher frequencies might be preferable since they imply lower wavelengths and thus a potentially better resolution, but the sound attenuation in the air dramatically increases as the frequency increases. In addition, higher frequencies require both costly transducers and fast electronic devices, therefore preventing a low-cost arrangement to be obtained. Lower frequencies have the advantage of low-scattering problems and can be obtained with low cost transducers, but the wavelength in the air is several millimeters, thus requiring special care in order to obtain measurement uncertainties that are lower than the wavelength.

Several approaches have been investigated to obtain sub-wavelength uncertainties [3]–[8] with rather good results, but the proposed solutions generally require the use of some form of digital processing of the acquired data, thus increasing the sensor cost. The sensor implementation that is proposed by the authors and described in the following section avoids the use of such a digital processing in order to keep the cost very low.

III. SENSOR IMPLEMENTATION

A. Time Of Flight Measurement

The sensor employs commercial 40 kHz piezoelectric resonant transducers to generate the ultrasonic pulse. Such transducers, which are commonly employed in anti-theft systems, are readily available in waterproof containers for a cost of about one dollar.

The period of the generated signal is 25 μs, which corresponds to a wavelength of about 9 mm at 20 °C. A subwavelength detection is therefore necessary in order to obtain the required uncertainty.

The required time uncertainty of 2.5 μs is achieved with a costless arrangement, which is basically composed of an arbitrary signal generator and a zero-crossing detector.

The signal generator (see Fig. 1) is composed of a 16 kbyte EPROM, which contains the samples corresponding to the sig-
nals to be generated, a 16 bit counter, that is used to scan the EPROM, and an 8 bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC) that feeds the transmitting piezoelectric transducer.

The zero-crossing detector is made up of two threshold detectors. A first detector, whose threshold is a portion of the received-signal peak, enables a second detector that compares the received signal with respect to the reference ground. This allows the detection in the signal region at maximum slope to be obtained, thus minimizing noise effects.

The stimulus signals that are stored in the EPROM are specially designed to obtain echoes that are narrow enough to prevent the first threshold detector firing on different periods of the echo. Such special signals are designed by means of a constrained optimization procedure, which is based on the minimization of the echo energy while constraining the echo peak to reach a fixed value. The optimum driving signal $X_{opt}(f)$ that permits to receive the narrowest echo $Y_{p}(f)$ of fixed amplitude is obtained by solving the following equations

$$X_{opt}(f) = \frac{1}{2} \lambda_1 \cdot \frac{\mathbf{H}(f)^2}{[\mathbf{H}(f)]^2 + \lambda_2}$$

$$Y_{p}(f) = \frac{1}{2} \lambda_1 \cdot \frac{[\mathbf{H}(f)]^2}{[\mathbf{H}(f)]^2 + \lambda_2}$$

where $\mathbf{H}(f)$ is the frequency response of the transmission channel, which is made up of transmitter, propagation medium and receiver, while the parameters $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are the Lagrange multipliers, which are computed by numerically solving the system of nonlinear equations

$$-\lambda_1 \cdot \frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{[\mathbf{H}(f)]^2}{[\mathbf{H}(f)]^2 + \lambda_2} df = \alpha \cdot y_{p\max}$$

$$\frac{\lambda_2^2}{4} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{[\mathbf{H}(f)]^2}{[\mathbf{H}(f)]^2 + \lambda_2} df = W$$

where $W$ is the maximum permitted energy of the stimulating signal, and $\alpha \cdot y_{p\max} (\alpha \leq 1)$ is the required peak amplitude of the echo. A detailed description of the optimization procedure can be found in [10].

The optimization result depends on the chosen echo amplitude: the lower the required amplitude, the narrower the echo and, thus, the lower the misfiring probability for a certain relative noise amplitude. Two examples of stimulus signals $x(t)$ and of the corresponding expected echoes $y(t)$ are shown in Fig. 1. The best signal to employ under any condition therefore depends on the actual amount of noise [11].

The sensor contains a simple noise measuring system that estimates the actual noise by monitoring the input signal during echo-free intervals. The noise measuring system output is used to switch between three optimal signals, which are tailored for good results in low, medium, and high noise conditions, as described in [11].

In addition, the echo amplitude mainly depends on the reflectivity of the ground and on its distance. Such effects are minimized by employing an automatic gain control amplifier in the receiving circuit so that the echo amplitude is maintained at a fixed value. This allows a fixed threshold of the first detector to be employed. The output of the zero-crossing detector is used to drive a latch that freezes the counter output at the value reached at the echo arrival time. If a new echo is not detected, the latch output is not updated, thus avoiding meaningless measurements. The value that is actually latched is the sum of the counts corresponding to the time of flight and of a known fixed value $N_0$, which depends on the way the stimulating signals are stored in the EPROM and on the threshold level of the first detector.

The time base of the system runs at 8 MHz, therefore the time resolution is of 125 ns and the maximum measurable time of flight is of about 8 ms, which corresponds to a distance greater than 1 m. A 50 Hz multivibrator restarts the counter providing a reading every 20 ms.

### B. Temperature Measurement and Distance Estimation

The measurement of the air temperature is carried out by using a solid state sensor that has a sensitivity $k_T$ of 10 mV/°C. The sensor is mounted inside the measuring head and has an uncalibrated error of less than 1 °C.

The temperature is computed by the simple analog circuit shown in Fig. 2. A low-cost multiplying 14 bit DAC is fed with the latched counter output $N_1$ to produce a voltage $V_{out}$ that is proportional to the time of flight:

$$V_{out} = V_{ref} \cdot \frac{N_1}{2^{14} - 1}.$$  (10)

The 14 DAC digital inputs are connected to the most significant bits of the counter, so that the less significant bit corresponds to a time interval of 0.5 μs. The DAC nonlinearity affects negligibly the overall measurement uncertainty.

The DAC voltage reference $V_{ref}$ is obtained by summing a fixed reference $V_{ref0}$ to a calibrated fraction of the voltage produced by the temperature sensor, thus producing a voltage proportional to the temperature according to the formula

$$V_{ref} = V_{ref0} + A_1 \cdot k_T \cdot T.$$  (11)

By adjusting the values of the coefficient $A_1$, it is possible to obtain a $V_{ref}$ change with the temperature that partially compensates for the velocity of the sound change. The compensation is not complete, since the velocity of sound varies with the square root of the temperature and the reference voltage changes linearly with the temperature. The residual temperature effect has been analytically estimated by comparing the effects of the velocity of the sound in air and of the temperature-dependent
reference voltage on the output voltage $V$. The expected temperature effect is of less than $\pm 0.03\%$ (about $\pm 0.1$ mm for a measured distance of 0.3 m) in the range of 0 °C to 40 °C. The same effect becomes of about $\pm 0.1\%$ ($\pm 0.3$ mm for $D = 0.3$ m) if a temperature range of $-20$ °C to $70$ °C is considered, which is a reasonable temperature range of automotive sensors.

The analog circuit is completed by the operational amplifiers $A_2$ and $A_3$ that subtract from the output a voltage corresponding to the fixed code $N_D$, thus generating a voltage that is only proportional to the distance.

The latched digital output is available for further digital processing [8] along with an optional digital temperature value provided by an 8 bit analog to digital converter. The sensor calibration can be obtained by operating on gain and zero trimmers while moving the sensor head between two known distances.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Laboratory Tests

The sensor has been initially calibrated and tested in laboratory for distances in the range of 0.1–0.6 m and for temperatures in the range of 0–40 °C. The experimental standard deviation of the linearity with respect to the distance has been found to be of 0.3 mm (see Fig. 3), while the temperature effect produces a standard deviation of less than 0.2 mm (see Fig. 4) as expected.

The air turbulence effect has been investigated for speeds of up to 10 m/s by moving the air with a variable-speed fan; the noise measurement system and the signal auto-change facility have been tested by artificially generating an ultrasonic noise with an additional piezoelectric transducer. The overall standard uncertainty, when the distance is measured from a flat surface, in the absence of acoustic noise, for temperatures in the range of 0–40 °C and distances in the range of 0.1–0.6 m, is better than 1 mm.

B. Field Tests

The measuring head has been mounted onto the back of a car (see Fig. 5), which has been equipped with four potentiometer sensors to measure the spring heights during the car movement. A portable digital recorder has been used to record the ultrasonic sensor and the potentiometer outputs. Tests have been performed at different speeds on asphalt and rough ground.

The four potentiometer outputs have been used to compute a distance reference value to be compared with the ultrasonic measured distance. The end spring heights, which have been estimated by adding the tire deformations to the spring heights measured by the potentiometers, have been used to identify the plane of the vehicle body. The distance reference value that corresponds to the distance the ultrasonic sensor should produce has been determined by putting the measuring head coordinates into the identified plane equation.

The results of one of the tests is shown in Fig. 6, where the thicker line represents the ultrasonic sensor output while the thinner line is the computed output. The two traces are in good agreement except for a few time intervals, where road irregularities are present. The effect of such irregularities is a different distance sensed by the ultrasonic sensor, which is installed at the center of the vehicle body, and by the potentiometer sensors that are allocated at the vehicle sides.

V. CONCLUSION

A low-cost distance sensor is described in this paper that is able to self-adapt to the environmental conditions. The sensor contains a noise measurement system and an auto-change facility of the signal that is used to drive the transmitter, thus producing the best accuracy under different conditions.

Tests have been performed in real driving conditions and have shown a regular behavior of the sensor under all typical driving maneuvers for speeds of up to 33 m/s (120 km/h). The sensor features a simple and costless analog processing of the signal without employing microprocessors.

Despite its simplicity and low-cost, the sensor allows resolutions of better than 1 mm to be obtained in quiet conditions. The sensor output is updated every 20 ms, and an additional digital output allows an easy implementation of smoothing techniques by means of the car computing system. The obtained measurements are accurate enough for headlight leveling as well as for...
giving an important piece of information to active suspension systems.
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Fig. 6. Example of traces during a typical test (the thick line is the ultrasonic sensor output, while the thin line is the computed output). $D_o$ is the height of the measuring head at rest.